TEAM BUILDING PROGRAMS

This highly competitive food
adventure will challenge teams
to create the ultimate culinary
masterpiece. A great kick-off
to a conference, a pre-dinner
event, or anywhere you want to
add some fun to your agenda.
Breakfast and dessert options
are also available.

This philanthropic adventure
combines digital photography &
GPS technology with interactive
team initiatives to raise funds for
an entrepreneur in a developing
country. Teams will be energized
by competition while working
towards a common goal.

Through demanding tribe
challenges, this program will
identify key elements that
separate teams who simply
survive from those who
consistently thrive. Add to this
an element of Corporate
Social Responsibility and you
have the makings of a truly
meaningful team experience.

Sometimes the best indicator
of an organization’s success
lies beyond the bottom line.
Through a series of competitive
challenges, teams will ultimately
earn and assemble elements
of a prosthetic leg destined for
one of our global neighbours in
Kenya.

This search-and-rescue simulation
challenges your team to find,
treat, and evacuate a team of
missing scientists while recovering
their valuable data. To succeed,
the team must find the winning
balance between planning and
execution while integrating
various areas of expertise.

At 8850m Everest is the tallest
mountain on earth and one of
the most sought after
mountaineering goals. Your
team will have a chance to
embark on a simulated ascent of
this extraordinary mountain as
participants make critical
decisions that will lead them to
the top.

This “filmmaking” adventure
will have your group
identifying the skills needed
for team success. They will
be challenged to communicate
this through a feature film made
up of digital photographs,
narration, and special effects.
Films will compete in the unique
Summit Film Festival.

Get that creative edge as your
team produces a series of artistic
masterpieces in which each
group member contributes their
unique ideas, concepts and
brushstrokes. This engaging art
experience concludes with a
stroll through the interactive Art
Gallery.

Engage your team’s competitive
edge and their social responsibility
with the Putt-ing People First
Challenge. Each team, using
unusual building materials
including non-perishable food
items, will compete to build the
most creative mini-putt hole while
donating all of the food to a local
charity. Now that’s putt-ing people
first!

It is 10 am on a mid-August
day and your plane has just
crash-landed in the middle of
the desert. You and your fellow
passengers are alright, however,
getting out of this situation in
one piece is going to require
some quick thinking and even
more importantly- you must all
work together to come up with
a solution. There’s one thing for
certain, no one will make it alone.

Tap into the power of healthy
communication by examining
the necessary elements that
make it happen. These insights
are brought to life when
geographically separated teams
must construct components
of a freestanding bridge that,
once connected, must support a
heavy load.

This high ropes experience
will literally take your team to
new heights of trust, mutual
support, leadership and
collaboration. No experience is
necessary and there is a role for
everyone regardless of fitness
level. Unforgettable and lifechanging.

Call: 1-800-685-5278

www.summitteambuilding.com

